
Benefit from years of experience serving agencies
such as:



Case Study: Hormel – Yahoo Delivery

Yahoo is constantly making changes. We noticed a pattern of Yahoo throttling connections to restrict or slow 

down  incoming mail to their network. This process has a direct effect on our customer's deliverability rates.

With Hormel, we  

employed a 

complex  

deployment strategy  

to address these  

issues, and ensure  

premium delivery to  

Yahoo addresses.
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After employing the strategy, Undelivered fell to 607 addresses and none were Yahoo addresses. We don’t 
expect to get 100% delivered rate every time, but we were proud to deliver this 84% increase in deliverability.

Total Returned

Returned from  
Yahoo

The first message was throttled to Yahoo 

naturally.  The second was sent after we 

employed our  solution. The first message 

has a 94.32% delivery  rate, of the 31,074 

undelivered addresses,  29,470 were Yahoo 

addresses  which was  16.9% of the 

175,000 Yahoo addresses queued.

Think of it as a water faucet.

-To start, we turn it on full and then, slowly start  

closing the valve. The first pass, our servers are  

spinning as fast as possible to get mail delivered  

as quick as possible.

-With each pass, we scale back the available  

connections, and decrease the number of emails  

queued.   By the time we reach the last 

attempts,  we can reach almost 100% 

deliverability.



Case Study: Toyota - Platform Change

Before Toyota switched onto the Savicom™ platform,  they 

were accustomed to a delivery rate of 94.76%.

However, after switching to Savicom™, the same list  

received 99.05% delivery — a 4.5% lift in delivery.
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Case Study: Disney Movie Club

Forward To a Friend Program

Acquisition program designed to encourage existing members to recruit their friends to join the Disney Movie

Club. Highly sophisticated microsite allows members to login, send emails to their friends to encourage them

to join the Disney Movie Club, and check to see whether their friends have joined or not.

A variety of different email templates can be sent if  the

friend does not initially open the email or respond.

We developed this very cost-effective microsite program from inception and the 

historical CPA  (cost-per-acquisition) has been less than $0.15 (average) per new 

member/friend who joins the  DMC. Since a CPA of under $30 is acceptable, this 

program yields a 662% decrease of the  acceptable CPA. We manage the database 

and provides strategic guidance for this program that  has been running since 2007. 

The program has evolved multiple times through the years.

✓ Member Email

✓ Friend Email

✓ Congrats

✓ Nudge #1

✓ Nudge #2



Case Study: Jelly Belly - LifeCycle Program

✓ Full-service account

management

✓ Handling all 

promotional  email 

marketing

✓ Triggered lifecycle 

email  deployments

✓ Database management

✓ Comprehensive reporting

✓ Additional 

development  work

Developed and implemented sophisticated business rules that govern the 

deployment  of a series of different email templates. E-commerce sales 

have increased 25%  year-over-year, due in large part to the email 

marketing services Vidi Emi / Savicom provides.



Case Study: The Venetian|The Palazzo

Premium Player Microsite Program

The Venetian | The Palazzo needed  

a new, freshway to engage with their

premium players. Internal ITregulations and database 

structures made working with an out-of-the box solution

too cumbersome to work with. Newsletter, one-off emails, and traditional print marketing mailers were

considered before settling on the final solution. A Full-scale, highly personalized microsite with

corresponding emails to drive members to their personalized microsite.

Offers are presented or hidden from a player based on their current standing. Incentives are also unique

to each player. Regular emails drive players to the microsite. The databases that drive the Premium

Player Microsite Program were created to be the same format and similar structure to what The Venetian

| The Palazzo marketing team uses in-house. Multiple databases were created to provide details about

eligible players, offer details, and incentive types and levels for each segment.

The Premium Marketing Microsite Program yielded a 119% lift in booked trips over their traditional

marketing programs. Not only was the microsite profitable for The Venetian | The Palazzo in terms of

booked trips, but the customized backend data integration and matrix saved the marketing team

countless hours of labor and gave them a customized, scalable platform they could implement across

other business units.



Proof Point: Responsive

Disney Snow Globe Holiday Card



Proof Point: Responsive

Hormel Slow Cooker Email



Proof Point: Interactive

The Venetian| The Palazzo Card Flip Email

See It For Yourself: Online Demo

http://r2.vidiemi.com/doc/ve/VP/TTR.html


Proof Point: Animated – GIF

During the course of any email marketing program it's always  

nice to change things up a bit and give your readers a little  

visual treat. One of the easiest ways to add flair to your email  

is by using GIF images. GIF images have a wide range of  

support across email service providers and can even breathe a  

little life into existing email templates.

A few tips to keep in mind when using GIF images:

Use Gifs Sparingly
Annual sale, personal offer, thank younote

Get Your Message Across
Add visual Cues  

Add a shakeanimation
Tutorial of website feature

First Slide & Last Slide
Not all providers support the format 

Use the first slide to ensure consistency



Proof Point: Carousel Tool

The carousel feature is a cutting-edge 

html tool that lets you build an image

carousel for email that displays up to 

five  images.

This tool features the following

CUSTOMIZATIONS

✓ Thumbnail Size

✓ Thumbnail Border color

✓ Inset thumbnail images

✓ Multiple Slideshows

Do es no t wo r k wi t h a l l ema i l c l i en t s

UNSUPPORTED CLIENTS:

✓ Outlook.com

✓ Outlook 2007-13 ✓

✓ Gmail app 

Gmail Business


